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List of courses I would like to teach:

During my six years at UC Davis, I have been teaching a wide variety of courses on all different levels, 
and I have found that I have enjoyed them all tremendously, so I’m afraid my list is consequently very 
general:

Composition
Music Theory
Music History
Electronic Music
History of Music Theory

I do have a few specialties, and I would warmly welcome a chance to teach graduate seminars in 
Electronic Music and Music from the 20th and 21st centuries (spectromorphology, aesthetics of 
electronic music, spectralism and all things Ligeti and Kurtag in particular).

I am also currently in the process of developing two courses at undergraduate level at UC Davis; 
Electronic Music History and Music Software.



Statement of Teaching Philosophy

by Mika Pelo

The times we currently live in are fantastic if you are involved in music at any level and in any capacity; 
never before has so much music from so many parts of the world, and from different moments in 
history, been so readily accessible. At the same time, the abundance of musical experiences makes the 
need for music education greater than ever. 

I see it as of the utmost importance to expose my students to the widest possible variety of music and 
art in general. Parallel to this, it is crucial to provide students with a historical background to the pieces 
they encounter, and to complete the picture with a thorough aesthetical knowledge so they can 
appreciate the full breadth of styles in contemporary music. The three factors of knowing music, 
knowing the history of music, and knowing how to judge the aesthetic value of music, gives students a 
good foundation to build on in pursuing their own creative activities.

In the classroom, I strive to create an environment where students can feel secure and welcome, so 
students can concentrate on the material and are willing to take intellectual and creative risks. To 
achieve this, I feel it is important that students and professors get to know each other well. In 
particular, I make sure to give students a crystal-clear picture of what I expect from them, so they can 
take ownership over their own learning. In my experience, these measures lead to a very congenial and 
creative atmosphere where the entire group develops creative and intellectual ambitions and encourage 
each other to pursue their ideas.

I would warmly welcome a chance to further discuss my thoughts in greater detail.
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ABSTRACT

An Analysis of the Third Movement of György Kurtág’s Stele

Mika Pelo

This dissertation analyzes the third movement of the Hungarian composer György 

Kurtág’s Stele, and, since it is so intimately connected to it, the solo piano piece 

András Mihály Emlékére by the same composer. The biography of Kurtág is covered 

first, in order to better understand the composer’s motivations and ideas, and to 

present the composer should the reader of this dissertation not be familiar with him. 

Since András Mihály Emlékére, from the Játékok selection of small piano pieces, is 

the blueprint for the third movement of Stele, it is then analyzed in detail with regards 

to form, harmony and thematic structure in the second section of this paper. The 

analysis of the harmony takes up the largest part of this section, since the major thesis 

of this paper is that it was constructed by deliberately disturbing symmetrical chords 

in order to achieve a special atmosphere, one of serenity and other-worldliness. The 

third section maps out the network of references - to Kurtag’s own pieces as well as to 

a piece by Bartok - that make up Stele. It also investigates how the transformation 

from the solo piano piece to Stele, for large orchestra, was conceived. Finally, a brief 

look at the other movements of Stele to discover common elements throughout the 

movements in the orchestra piece concludes the paper.



3. The third movement of Stele

Background

Like so many other pieces by Kurtág, the material for the third movement of Stele is a 

patchwork of references, to other’s music as well as to his own. The most important 

reference is of course András Mihály Emlékére, which provides the third movement 

of Stele with its form, harmonic framework, and general atmosphere. Nothing in the 

structure of the piece is changed in the adaption to Stele, with a few exceptions. The 

harmonies remain largely unchanged, but in the process of orchestrating them for the 

vast instrumentation, there were several smaller changes made. The somber, serious 

atmosphere of András Mihály Emlékére is deeply intensified, largely because of a 

reference to another composer’s work. In this chapter I will account for these 

additions and changes.

For most listeners of Stele, the most salient feature of the piece is the eerie and 

muffled repeated chords. Of course, the same chords were repeated in the piano piece, 

but in orchestrating these chords for large orchestra, Kurtág intensified their effect. In 

the piano piece, these chords were one-dimensional; in the orchestra version, several 

dimensions have been added to create a unified and unique whole. 



Perhaps the most notable change is that the whole note chords now consist of double-

layered repeated, decrescending quintuplets, that at closer inspection turns out to be 

two superimposed quintuplets, one of them twice as fast as the other. In the same 

interview in the Boston Globe as referred to above, Kurtág tells music critic Jeremy 

Eichler the story about how the idea of the double quintuplets came to him:

In halting tones, Kurtág recounted how he had visited Mihály in the 

hospital just days before his death. The man was no longer conscious 

but Kurtág sat at his bedside, matching the rise and fall of his own 

breath with that of his friend. Even after he left the hospital, the 

rhythm of the breathing was still with him. He began to write 

immediately. "From such things I can compose," he said. "From 

commissions, less."1

The two quintuplets are orchestrated into groups; the faster in 16th-notes are written 

for strings, and the slower in 8th-notes are given to the woodwinds. A tom-tom adds to 

the string quintuplets, and a bongo drum plays the slower quintuplets with the 

woodwind section. There is also an attack for each quintuplet group provided by the 

cimbalom, the harps, the pianos, marimba, vibraphone, tam-tam, large bass drum, 

tubular bells and timpani, all of them in a very low register, marking the first note of 

each chord. In addition, there is also an "aftershock", an echo to the attack portion of 

1 Jeremy Eichler, “The Purist,” Boston Globe, 11/11/07.



the group, provided by the large bass drum, and very low piano and cimbalom 

clusters, after the quintuplets.

As discussed in the section above regarding Kurtág’s orchestral works, in the late 

1980s Kurtág became interested in spatialisation of his music, and that interest was 

expressed in scores like…quasi una fantasia…, Grabstein für Stephan, and a couple 

of other works. In the third movement of Stele, Kurtág explores the spatial 

possibilities in a more subtle way; since the woodwinds are placed far back in the 

orchestra, and the strings sit very much in the foreground, the woodwinds will 

acoustically sound like an echo or like a reverberation of the strings in the concert 

hall. 

Finally, there is also a pedal tone consisting of strings playing harmonics, producing a 

very still and sterile, almost electronic backdrop behind the thick, repeated chords. 

There are also a couple of horns that initially seem to be involved in the pedal, but 

they later move around and assume the role of playing the minimal motifs in the 

movement. Altogether, the result of the orchestration of the original chord in the 

beginning of Mihály András Emlékére is a remarkably fused sound, with added 

acoustic effects built in. Examples 16 and 17 show details of the quintuplets from the 

handwritten score, the woodwind section and the string section respectively. 



The articulation marking for the quintuplets are both exact and ambiguous at the same 

time; there is both a slur over the entire quintuplet, and staccato dots over each note 

underneath the slur. In addition, the first note of each eighth-note quintuplet is 

accented, whereas there are no accents in the sixteenth-note quintuplets. Furthermore, 

the eighth-note quintuplets are grouped 2 + 3, but the sixteenth-note quintuplets are 

divided the opposite way, in 3 + 2. 

From sources in the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra I have heard recounts of how 

Kurtág during the rehearsals of the piece first asked that the quintuplets be played a 

little shorter, then a little longer, a little shorter again, and with plenty of patience 

from the musicians,

the exact sound Kurtág had in mind could be reached. Perhaps the exact articulation 

Kurtág wants cannot be described using articulation symbols or even words. A 

recording made with the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by Claudio 

Abbado, was produced with the composer present, and can be used as a model for 

how these quintuplets should be articulated.



EXAMPLE 16. Detail of the first measure of the third movement of Stele; the woodwind section.



EXAMPLE 17. Detail of the first measure of the third movement of Stele; the string section.



Bluebeard’s Castle

It may be interesting before going further to go back to Sylvia Grmela’s classification 

of Kurtág’s network of sources for composing pieces discussed above. Rewriting 

Mihály András Emlékére for orchestra falls into her category B2: “Using a previously 

written movement for the basis of a new one”. I added my classification, C, in which 

he uses the innate characteristics of an instrument as a base for a composition – I 

equaled the first chord of the piece with strumming the open strings of a guitar. There 

is also an example of a third of these classifications in this piece; namely A3: “using a 

composer’s characteristic compositional technique or instrumentation.” It is not as 

obvious comparing the scores as listening to recordings of the two examples back to 

back, but there is no doubt; as Paul Griffiths found out2, Kurtág has borrowed the idea 

from, and been heavily inspired by the instrumentation of the Sixth Door; Well of 

Tears from Bartók’s opera Bluebeard’s Castle (example 18.) 

As in Stele this is one unified sound, created by smaller orchestra groups. Both 

examples are scored with a fair bit of low instruments, contributing to a more unified 

sound, since low frequencies tend to spread around rooms more easily. In the Bartók 

example, there are two main groups – the “wave” of pitches and the half note 

tremolos–whereas Kurtág expands the number of the groups. Bartók uses an intricate 

2 Paul Griffiths, “György Kurtag; Stele, Op. 33,” program notes for a concert with the Berlin 
Philharmonic in Carnegie Hall, New York, 16 November 2007.



web of triplets to build his chord, where Kurtág uses quintuplets. Also in this 

example, percussion instruments – a timpani and a tam-tam played tremolo - add to 

the gelling of the sound.

There are more similarities to the examples; Bartók repeats his aggregate sound three 

times, Kurtág has four repetitions of his. After the repetitions in the Bartók, there is a 

short falling motif before the repetitions resume. Kurtág also expands on this idea; 

there is no motif after the first repetitions, just a cymbal. After the second round of 

repetitions, there is a chord – the same chord as at the end of the second measure of 

Mihály András Emlékére, the “catalyst” chord. The repetitions start once again – and 

there are five of

them this time – and during these repetitions the third horn and first trombone each 

plays a falling minor second, which is the main motif of Mihály András Emlékére.3 

The repetitions of the first chord in Stele follows the pattern in András Mihály 

Emlékére in the beginning; first four repetitions, then a break, then four more 

repetitions, followed by a new chord. During the second set of repetitions, the horns 

“break out” from being a part of the pedal tone, and play two falling fifths (the 

interval of the falling gesture in the Bartók example, in the break between the 

repetitions, is a tritone.) In András Mihály Emlékére, there are then five chords, based 

3 On a side note: There are two roles in Bartok’s minimalist opera; Count Bluebeard himself, and the 
girl he is trying to court, Judit, which is also the name of Kurtag’s granddaughter.



on the first chord but with inner deviations from it. In Stele, the instruments playing 

the repeated chord do not deviate from it, instead an oboe, bass clarinet, a horn, a 

trumpet, and Wagner tubas are responsible for the deviations over the repeated 

chords. The lone cymbal returns in the gap after the repetitions.

EXAMPLE 18. Bartók: Well of Tears from Bluebeard’s Castle; two first pages of the score. 





Measures 5-7 with upbeat in András Mihály Emlékére are also followed in orthodox 

fashion in Stele, each whole-note chord getting a measure in the orchestra version, 

reaching over mm. 21-32. There are two groups of instruments alternating every 

second chord. Interestingly, the three unison Gs get different instrumentation each 

time they appear; first played by a clarinet in combination with a unison harp 

harmonic, then by a flute, the same harp harmonic, and a plucked piano string added 

to it, and finally alto flute, the harp harmonic, cimbalom, and celesta. The Gs that 

form a part of the intervening chords are also orchestrated so that they stand out 

more; the harp harmonic is playing the G in the chords as well, and a cimbalom adds 

to the percussiveness of the first G.

The cluster section is again transferred quite literally over to Stele, but there are 

differences. When it comes to orchestration, the cluster build-ups now overlap, so that 

the instrument group that will take over with the next cluster build-up joins in a 

measure before. In terms of pitches, Kurtág adds a Gb in the goal chord of the first 

cluster build-up, thereby disturbing the perfect symmetry from the piano version. The 

result is a chromatic kernel in the cluster between E and G above middle C. In the 

piano piece, the second cluster build-up did actually never reach a cluster, but a 

symmetrical chord instead. In Stele Kurtág makes it a cluster, and again add pitches to 

make the very kernel of the chord a chromatic cluster (see example 19). This time, the 

chromatic kernel does not disturb the symmetry, and the cluster is still symmetrical 



around D and Eb, just like the goal chord of the second cluster build-up in Mihály 

András Emlékére. The goal chord in the third cluster build-up in the piano version is 

two whole tone scales in each hand, separated by a minor second. In Stele, added 

harps make the chord a completely chromatic cluster between F below middle C and 

A# above middle C, keeping the resulting chord symmetrical.

EXAMPLE 19. The goal chord of the second cluster group in Mihály András Emlékére,and in Stele.

The following section, referred to as “melodic” above, does not stray from the 

original too far either. Kurtág adds first one, then two syncopated half notes to the 

melodic whole notes of the original piano version. As with all other melodic 

movement in this section, they consist of either rising or falling minor seconds. These 

seconds strongly recalls the webs of minor seconds moving contrapuntally in the 

beginning of the first movement of Stele. The symmetries found in the piano piece 

obviously gets disturbed here by the added, syncopated line

In the following section, whole notes alter quite drastically with respect to register. 



By orchestrating these chords with predominantly instruments with a sharp attack, 

such as harps, cimbalom, piano, pianino, and the percussion instruments marimba, 

vibraphone, bongos, tom-toms, and timpani, Kurtág enhances the percussive qualities, 

discussed above, of these chords. The percussion has also silent for a while, which 

enhances their presence. With an orchestra at his disposal, Kurtág can now make 

explicit what melodic lines he really intended for this passage. The first three chords, 

mm. 55-57 in the score of Stele, the above mentioned percussive instruments are 

used, but for the following measures, the ones that in the piano version begins with a 

single pitch, he lets the brass section play and sustain those single notes. This results 

in a sustained and simple melody, C# - B – D, that Kurtág makes explicit in the score 

with a dashed line over the staves. In the score of Stele, Kurtág also adds the 

instructions Piu scorrevole – “more flowing”, and brings the tempo up a notch. 

The following section is perhaps the most emotionally charged one; the melodic 

falling seconds are returning for a last time, just as in Mihály András Emlékére, and 

Kurtág scores them for strings. The only major difference is the length of the first 

chord, which is now twice as long.

The repeated chords return for the final section of the piece. In the piano version, the 

last four chords are the same, and are preceded by three chords very similar to the last 

one, whereas in Stele, the final chord is repeated seven times and but is also preceded 



by the same three chords. The points of symmetries are illustrated in example 23. 

There is one major difference in terms of pitch material compared to the piano 

version however: once the final chord has arrived, it is repeated three times. Then 

there is one last deviation, before the final chord is repeated again four times; the 

chord moves both up and down a step at the same time, so that the resulting pitches 

become those that would appear if the hands would move from the final chord to the 

neighboring white keys on a piano keyboard in both directions. This chord seems to 

be related to the final chord, both which can be seen in example 20.

Briefly on the other movements of Stele

The movement preceding the third, Lamentoso – disperato con moto, stands in stark 

contrast to the outer movements; it is intense and restless, with a strong rhythmical 

drive. A constantly evolving rhythmic cell, provided by cimbalom, marimba, trumpet, 

and various unpitched percussion instruments, drives the movement on, while a 

Lamentoso

EXAMPLE 20. The two last chords of Stele.



theme is played by the strings. The 16th-note rhythmic motor is constantly “disturbed” 

by a quintuplet in the fourth trumpet, and the cell’s main pitch, C, smudged by the 

surrounding chromatic pitches, Db and B (example 21).

 

EXAMPLE 21. The first measures of the Lamentoso movement from Stele.

The Lamentoso theme moves largely by falling minor seconds, just like the sparse 

thematic material in the third movement, and like at the very beginning of the piece 

(see examples 15 and 16 above). Klaus Kropfinger derives this falling theme from 

Ludwig van Beethoven’s “Egmont” overture, where there are also descending lines.4 

Example 22 compares the two themes. 

4 Klaus Kropfinger, program note for the Donaueschinger Musiktäge 1996.



EXAMPLE 22. The “Egmont” theme and the Lamentoso theme from Stele.

There is also something else that links Stele and Beethoven’s overture: the beginning 

of Stele is a unison G in five octaves. “Egmont” also starts with a unison pitch, F, but 

Beethoven uses six octaves (example 23, next page).

The melodic cell of a minor second runs through the entire piece. As this paper have 

discussed, it is the main cell of both Mihály András Emlékére and the third movement 

of Stele. It also provides the “smudge” in the rhythmic cell at the beginning of the 

second movement, and later in the movement it “breaks free” and becomes the main 

building block of a contrapuntal web in the flutes from measure 55. This in turn is a 

recall of the beginning, and its blocks of contrapuntal lines, also based on a minor 

second, seen in example 7.



EXAMPLE 23. The beginnings of Stele and “Egmont”.

Before the blocks, Kurtág asks the wind instruments taking part in the unison G to 

play with “fluktuierende Intonation, nicht mehr als ¼ Ton, quasi vibrato lento, 



irregolare.”5 It is as if the unison G at the very beginning of the piece

grows, first into the calm wide vibrato, and then into equally calm, but more 

concerned, minor seconds that will last throughout the piece, until suddenly and 

abruptly cut off in the very last repeated quintuplet in the third movement.

4. Conclusion

Igor Stravinsky is attributed the quote “lesser artists borrow, great artists steal”, and I 

have always felt that it should be the other way around. In a sense, all composers 

borrow; just as genetics and social factors shape a person, so does genetics combine 

with what music the composer has heard throughout his life to make the composer 

write a certain music. Kurtág would never want to steal anything, and he does not 

have to; Stele is a good example of Kurtág’s technique of lovingly borrowing from 

music from the past, but in a way that takes the material to a new level, creating a 

new, unified whole. 

There are clear similarities between the third movement of Stele and the Sixth Door in 

Bluebeard’s castle. Kurtág borrows the orchestration concept, and even something of 

the phraseology or form, but makes it stand as a completely independent musical 

entity. 

5 Freely translated by the author of this dissertation: “fluctuating intonation, not as quarter tones, like a 
slow vibrato, irregular”.



He is borrowing the idea of symmetric harmony, but ultimately uses it in his own 

way. By using skewed symmetry, or near-symmetry, he avoids the problem of the 

static, artificial, and non-expressive harmonies that would result from perfect 

symmetry, but keeps the sense of structure that, even though the balance is disturbed, 

is present at all times nevertheless, just because the proximity of symmetry. Kurtág 

makes the symmetry flawed, at the same time he makes the imperfect beautiful, just 

as he does when he lets the soloist in Samuel Beckett: What is the Word, re-enact the 

process of learning to speak, and have her stutter through Beckett's last prose text, 

with a commentary from groups of voices and instruments from all around the 

concert hall, emulating the actor Ildikó Monyók’s struggles with speech after a severe 

road accident. 

Composers recycling their material have probably become more and more common, 

at least in recent years. To write a piece and maintain a high quality and great artistic 

integrity requires a very large amount of time and energy, and the economic realities 

that we live in today are such that some composers find it necessary to squeeze the 

most out of what musical material they have. It is sometimes done less well and more 

obvious by very successful composers. 



In Kurtág’s case, I’m reluctant to use the somewhat derogatory term recycling. 

Perhaps Stravinsky’s famous quote needs to be extended; lesser artists borrow, great 

artists steal, but immortal composers embrace their past influences. 


